Complete each sentence by circling the correct homophone.

1. What ______ (wood, would) you like for dinner?

2. I want to go to the party, but I have nothing to ______ (wear, where).

3. I asked John ______ (too, to) finish baking the cookies.

4. The children took off ______ (their, there) shoes and sat on the carpet.

5. My dog is brown, but his ______ (tale, tail) is white.

6. The clown had green hair and a big red ______ (knows, nose)

7. I forgot to add a cup of ______ (flour, flower) to the cake mix.

8. I _____ (ate, eight) a bowl of soup for lunch today.

9. The ______ (stairs, stares) in the old house are dusty and broken.

10. My favorite color is ______ (blew, blue).